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When this paper first published online, it contained a number of errors, which have now been corrected online.
The original paper did not clearly state that Pierre-Guy Plamondon and Toshiya Yurikusa were the author of the paper, but that Bernhard Keller was the author of the appendix.
A dedication to the memory of Andrzej Skowroński was missing.
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One figure originally appeared as

\[
\begin{array}{c}
X^d \\ \Sigma Cyl_Y \\ \Sigma Cyl_Y U \\
\downarrow f \\
\Sigma(fy) \\
Cyl_X U \\
\downarrow x \\
\Sigma Cyl_Y U \\
\downarrow gx \\
Y^e \\
\end{array}
\]

It should have appeared as

\[
\begin{array}{c}
X^d \\ \Sigma Cyl_Y Cyl_X U \\
\downarrow f \\
\Sigma(fy) \\
Cyl_X U \\
\downarrow x \\
\Sigma Cyl_X U \\
\downarrow gx \\
Y^e \\
\end{array}
\]

One digram originally appeared as

\[
S \xleftarrow{f} M \xleftarrow{p} T.
\]
It should have appeared as 

\[
S \leftrightarrow_{I_\lambda} I \rightarrow M \leftrightarrow_{P_\lambda} P \rightarrow T.
\]

In reference 12 "Yıldırım" should have appeared as "Yıldırım".